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Frequently one attaches to an arithmetic object a zeta function 
whose analytic behavior reflects deep properties of the object. For 
example, attached to Q there is the Riemann zeta function, whose 
behavior (especially the position of its zeros) contains information 
about the distribution of the prime numbers. Dedekind attached a 
zeta function to every algebraic number field, and Hasse and Weil 
attached a zeta function to every algebraic variety over a number 
field. A central point of Langlands's philosophy is that these zeta 
functions should be among the L-functions that he attaches to 
automorphic representations of reductive groups. 

A natural first testing ground for this idea is the family of 
Shimura varieties. For the simplest Shimura varieties, the ellip
tic modular curves, the results of Eichler and Shimura can be 
interpreted as demonstrating its validity. In general, to define a 
Shimura variety, one needs a reductive group G over Q and a 
finite disjoint union X of bounded symmetric domains on which 
G(R) acts. For example, to define the elliptic modular curves, 
one takes G to be GL2 and X to be the complex plane minus 
the real axis. The Shimura variety is then a family of varieties 
Sh(G, X) over C, but a deep result says that it has a canonical 
model over a number field E. For almost all primes v of E, 
this model reduces to a family of nonsingular varieties Sv over 
the finite residue field k(v) at v, and the zeta function of the 
Shimura variety is defined in terms of the number of points of Sv 

with coordinates in the finite fields containing k(v). 
Let F be the algebraic closure of k(v). The starting point of 

Langlands's program for realizing the zeta function of Sh(G, X) 
as an automorphic L-function is to obtain an explicit description 
of the set of points on the Shimura variety with coordinates in F, 
together with the action of the Frobenius automorphism of F and 
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the Hecke operators on the set; the description should be directly 
in terms G and X. Such a description was first conjectured in 
Langlands (1976), and the conjecture was made significantly more 
precise in Langlands and Rapoport (1987). Here we sketch a proof 
of this conjecture of Langlands and Rapoport in the key case of 
Siegel modular varieties. The same argument suffices to prove the 
conjecture for other Shimura varieties that are moduli varieties for 
polarized abelian varieties with endomorphism and level structures 
(at their primes of good reduction). 

The philosophy underlying the conjecture of Langlands and 
Rapoport is that the Shimura variety should parameterize motives 
with additional structure over the field F, and their conjecture 
is stated in terms of an object <p, "the pseudo-motivic Galois 
group", which they predict describes the category of motives over 
F. To add plausibility to their conjecture, they showed that if one 
assumes Grothendieck's standard conjectures and the Tate conjec
ture for varieties over F, and the Hodge conjecture for abelian 
varieties of CM-type over C, then it follows that $? does describe 
the category of motives over F, and this then enabled them to de
duce the validity of their conjecture for Siegel modular varieties. 
Thus the purpose of the present announcement is to indicate how 
the same result can be obtained without assumptions. 

1. THE PSEUDO-MOTIVIC GALOIS GROUP 

(Langlands and Rapoport 1987, §§2 and 3). Let A: be a field 
with algebraic closure fcal, and let G be a pro-algebraic group over 
/cal. We shall need to consider extensions 

1 - G{k*x) -• 0 -• Gal(fcal/A:) -+ 1 

satisfying certain natural conditions. Two homomorphisms <p, 
cp' from one such extension (8 to a second 0' are said to be 
equivalent, denoted cp « <p', if there exists a g e Gf(k&l) such 
that ad(#) o cp = q>'. From an extension 0 over Q, we obtain 
an extension &(t) over Q̂  by pulling back by Gal(Qal/Q^) «-• 
Gal(Qal/Q) and pushing out by G(Qal) ^ G(Qal). 

Define 05^ to be the Weil group of R regarded as an extension 
of Gal(C/R) by Gm(C), <Ôe to be the trivial extension {1} x 
Gal(Qal/Q^), and &p to be the Weil group of Qp regarded as an 
extension of Gal(Qal/Qp) by G(Qal), where G is the universal 
covering group of G . The pseudo-motivic Galois group is an 
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extension 
1 -* P(Q*) -+<$-> Gal(Qal/Q) -> 1 

with P a pro-torus over Q whose character group is generated 
by Weil numbers. It is equipped with homomorphisms C* • fy -• 
qj(£) for all I (including p and oo), and the system (<p, (Ç£)) 
is well defined up to a nonunique isomorphism. 

2. THE CONJECTURE 

Let Sh((j, X) be the Shimura variety defined by a reductive 
group G over Q and a G(R)-conjugacy class X of homomor
phisms Cx -• G(R) (see Deligne 1979, 2.1). It is known that 
Sh(G, X) has a canonical model Sh(G, X)E over a certain num
ber field E(G, X) (the reflex field). Let p be a prime for which 
there is a hyperspecial subgroup J£ in G(Q ), and choose a prime 
v of 2?(<5, X) lying over p . It is conjectured that Sh (G, X) -df 

Sh(G, X)/Kp extends canonically to a smooth scheme over the 
ring of integers in E(G, X)v , and so we can speak of the points 
Shp(F) of this scheme with coordinates in the algebraic closure 
F of Fp. The Frobenius automorphism of F over k(v) defines 
an automorphism <£> of Sh (F), and it is the pair (Sh (F), O), 
together with the action of the group G(AFf) of Hecke operators, 
that the conjecture of Langlands and Rapoport describes. Here 

Let <ÖG be the split extension G(Qal) x Gal(Qal/Q). Langlands 
and Rapoport define the notion of a homomorphism of extensions 
q> : ̂ p -* <&G being admissible, and they attach to each admissible 
cp a set with operator (S(cp), 0(ç?)). Their conjecture then asserts 
that there is a (j(A^)-equivariant isomorphism from (Shp(F), O) 
to the disjoint union of the sets (S(<p), 0(ç?)) with cp running 
over the equivalence classes of admissible (p. 

3. THE MODULI PROBLEM 

Fix a vector space V over Q of dimension 2g together with a 
nondegenerate skew-symmetric form i//, and let G be the corre
sponding group of symplectic similitudes and X the correspond
ing Siegel double space (Deligne 1979, 1.3.1). The Shimura vari
ety defined by (<5, X) and a compact open subgroup K of G(Ay) 
parameterizes polarized abelian varieties over C with level struc
ture. Results of Mumford show that this description remains valid 
over Zp provided p does not divide the level structure. Thus the 
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conjecture in the first paragraph of §2 is true, and there is a mod
ular description for Shp(F) which we now explain. 

For any ring R, an R-isogeny A -• B of abelian varieties 
over F is an element of Hom(^4, B) ® R having an inverse in 
Hom(2? ,A)®R. When R c R, an Repolarization is an R-
isogeny X : A -> Aw whose image in Hom(^4, Ay) ®R R lies in 
the positive cone. Now Sh (F) can be identified with the set of 
Z^-isogeny classes of triples {A9 X9 rj), where A is an abelian 
variety over F, À is a Z, v -polarization of A, and r\ is an isomor
phism V <g> Ay. -> VJA respecting the symplectic structures. Here 
VfPA = (U^pTeA)0Q. 

4. ABELIAN VARIETIES OVER F 

Let (A, X) be a polarized abelian variety over F of dimension 
g. There is a representation p of End(̂ 4) 0 Q on V <g> Qal such 
that 

(a) for all a e End(^4), the characteristic polynomial of p(a) 
on V is the characteristic polynomial of a on A; 

(b) for all x9 y e F®Qal and a € End(4)®Q, y/{p(a)x9y) = 
y/(a, p(a*)y), where A H Û * is the Rosati involution on End(A)® 
Q defined by L 
From /?, we can construct an extension 

1 - QA{<f) -+Q(A9X,p)-+ Gal(Qal/Q) - 1 

by setting fl"1^) equaltothesetofsymplectic similitudes (V9 ^)0 
Qal -> (K, ^) <8>Qa/ intertwining T/> and />. The kernel 0^ is a 
torus such that 

QA(Q) = {aeFx \a-weQx} 

where i7 is the centre of End(̂ 4)<g>Q and ? denotes complex con
jugation. By construction, Q(A, A, p) c <5G. From the various 
homology groups of A, we obtain homomorphisms ÇA e : <Ö£ -+ 
Û(^4, A, />) for all £ (including /? and oo). 

5. AN ISOGENY CLASS 

Fix a polarized abelian variety (^0, X0) over F, and let Shp(F)0 

be the subset of Shp(F) consisting of classes represented by triples 
(A9 X9 Y\) with (A, X) Q-isogenous to (A0, A0). The Frobenius 
endomorphism stabilizes Sh0(F) and we write O0 for its restric
tion to Sh0(F). Choose a representation p as in §4, and let 
Ù = Q(A09X0,p). 
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Proposition. Let <p be a homomorphism $ -+ Q such that <p(t)o 
C£ « CA t for all I ; then there exists a G(Ap

f)-equivariant bijection 
(S(<p)M<P))^(Shp(F)0,%). 

6. A RESULT OF LANGLANDS AND RAPOPORT 

Let T be a torus over Q, and let fi be a cocharacter of T 
satisfying the following condition: ( i = complex conjugation) 

( T - 1 ) ( I + 1)/I = 0 = (I + 1 ) ( T - 1 ) / I , all T € G a l ^ / Q ) . 

Let <5T be the split extension T(Qal) xi Gal(Qal/Q). Then Lang-
lands and Rapoport construct a homomorphism q> : <p -• <5r, 
well defined up to equivalence (ibid. Satz 2.3). 

Let x be a special point of X. By definition this means that 
there is a maximal torus T c G such that the cocharacter //x 

of Gc associated with x factors through Tc. When regarded 
as a cocharacter of T, /xx satisfies the above condition, and the 
corresponding homomorphism tpx : <p -> <5r c <9G is admissible; 
moreover, every admissible homomorphism is equivalent to one 
of this form (ibid. 5.2, 5.3). 

7. A RESULT OF KOTTWITZ 

Let E be a product of CM-fields, and let (A, A) be a polarized 
abelian variety over Qal with complex multiplication by E. Let 
T be the torus whose rational points are {a € Ex \ a • ia e Q x } . 
The action of E on the tangent space to A at 0 defines a CM-
type O for i?, and hence a cocharacter /i0 of T such that TO/^ 
is 1 or 0 according as x e O or not. It satisfies the condition of §6, 
and so we obtain a homomorphism (p^ : %S -+ 0 r . By reduction 
modulo p , we obtain from (A9X) a similar pair (A0, >l0) over 
F, still with complex multiplication by E. When we choose the 
representation p of End(,40) <g> Q in §4 so that p(E) stabilizes 
V, then there will be a canonical embedding i of Q(A0, A0, p) 
into <&r. 

Proposition. For all i, including p and oo, Ï O ^ ^ « <P<s>(t) 
(maps <Öe -• 0rCO). 
Proo/. The only difficult prime is £ = /?, and here the statement is 
equivalent to a conjecture of Kottwitz, which has been proved in
dependently by him (unpublished, except for Kottwitz 1990, 12.1) 
and by Reimann and Zink (1988). 
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8. ASSOCIATING AN ADMISSIBLE HOMOMORPHISM WITH (AQ , A0) 

Let (A0, A0) be a polarized abelian variety over F. We wish 
to define a homomorphism <p0 : <p -• Ù(A0, A0, />), for a suitable 
/>, such that <p0(£) o Ç£ « ^ ^ for all € . 

On comparing the cohomology classes of *# and Q, one finds 
that there does exist a homomorphism <p0 : <p -• 0 . The obstruc
tion to choosing ç>0 so that P0CO°C^<M ,/ lies in / / 1 ( 0 , ^ ( 2 ^ ) 
<g> C), where C is the union of the idèle class groups of the 
subfields of Qû/. To prove that the obstruction is zero, realize 
(A0, A0) as in §7, and choose p as in that section; then the exis
tence of (pQ shows that the obstruction vanishes for T, and this 
implies that it vanishes for Q A . 

9. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF 
Let stf be the set of Q-isogeny classes of polarized abelian vari

eties of dimension g over F, and let J( be the set of equivalence 
classes of admissible homomorphisms <p -+ G5G. We have to find 
a bijection [A, X\ *-> [<p] : srf -• J£ such that <p{l) o ̂  « CA i 
for all I. Call two pairs (A9X) and (A'9 A') locally isogenous if 
(A, X) is Q^-isogenous to {A', A') for all I, and call two homo
morphisms cp and ç>' locally equivalent if tp(l) o ^ « p'(0 ° C/ 
for all ^ . These relations define equivalence relations on J / and 
Jf, both of which we denote by ~ . 

Proposition. There is a canonical bijection sf/ ~ --• ^f / ~. 
Proo/. Given (-4, A), choose cp as in §8, and map the class of 
{A, X) to the class of cp . The surjectivity of the map follows from 
§§6 and 7. 

Now fix a pair (AQ, A0), and choose a <pQ as in §8. Write 
sf(A0, A0) for the equivalence class of (AQ9 À0) in s// ~ and 
^#(^40, A0) for the equivalence class of <p0 in ./#/ ~ . It remains 
to show that there is a bijection [A, X\ H+ [Ç>] : s/(A09 A0) -• 
^(<p0) such that p(£) o Q « ÇA £ for all <£. 

Let I and ƒ' be algebraic groups over Q such that /(Q) is 
the set of Q-isogenies (AQ9X0) -> (-40,A0) and l'(Q) = {g € 
G(Qal)| ad(g)op0 = <p0}. There are canonical bijections J/(-40, A0) 
-• Ker^Q, /) and ^f(^0) -> Ker^Q, ƒ'), where 

Ker^Q, *) = Ker(J5r!(Q, *) - H Hl(Qe, *)). 
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Since p defines an isomorphism I -+ i', we see that there is a 
unique bijection s/(AQ9A.Q) -> ^(<p0) sending (A0,A0) to <p0 

and compatible with the bijection Ker^Q,/) -+ Ker^Q, ƒ'). 
This is the required map. 

10. KOTTWITZ'S FORMULA 

Kottwitz has given a conjectural formula for the number of 
points mod p on a Shimura variety with coordinates in a finite 
field as an explicit sum of (twisted) orbital integrals (Kottwitz 
1990, §3). This formula is implied by the conjecture of Lang-
lands and Rapoport, but for Siegel modular varieties Kottwitz 
has obtained a proof of the formula that by-passes the conjecture 
(sketched, ibid. §12). 
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